INTRODUCTION
can contribute to the noise radiated to the far field at a given frequency and in differing amounts as a function of the direction from the jet to the observer.
Since jet noise continues to be of concern in the development of advanced aircraft, it is hoped that a greater understanding of the jet noise generation process will lead to means by which the noise may be reduced while maintaining acceptable propulsion system performance.
One concept for reducing supersonic jet noise is to replace the single stream jet with a dual stream, coaxial jet.
Recent separate studies have considered this concept analytically, 1 numerically, 2 and experimentally.
3 The initial conditions used in these studies set the jet for shock-free, perfectly expanded flow. The resulting noise is generated by turbulent mechanisms that primarily radiate noise toward the downstream arc of the jet. If the jet speed is sufficiently supersonic, the large-scale turbulent structures become dominant noise radiators when their phase velocity is supersonic relative to the speed of sound in the adjacent lower speed or ambient flow. The addition of a lower speed secondary flow to a single supersonic jet modifies the growth rate and phase velocity of the large structures in the primary flow shear layer and, if the jet conditions are properly chosen, it has been shown experimentally that applying the secondary flow can lead to lower levels of radiated noise. 4 It is the purpose of this paper to compare and discuss the results from two methods of calculating the radiated supersonic jet noise and the results from experimental measurements. For noise generated by large-scale structures, the analysis uses the instability wave noise generation model.
The large-scale structures that exist in the growing jet shear layer are modeled as instability waves that initially grow rapidly and then decay in the axial direction as the shear layer widens.
Tam and Burton 5 developed a matched asymptotic solution for the noise radiated from the the instability waves in the slowly growing shear layer of a single stream, supersonic, axisymmetric jet. The equations 1 American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics developed were used to calculate the stability characteristics and the radiated noise directivity of an instability wave at a single frequency and a single mode number.
Their results showed good comparisons with measurements from low Reynolds number jet experiments. Comparisons of calculated results with measured data were alsomade with high-speed jets s and high temperature jets. 7 This singlemode method was laterextended to include the addition of multiplemodes using stochastictheory, s
The instability wave noise generation model was applied to supersonic coaxial jets by Dahl and Morris.I The abilityto complete the stability and noise calculations depended on computing numerically the mean flow for both velocityand density fields. 9 Thus, a varietyof jet operating conditions could be modeled, including both normal and inverted velocityprofiles, and the stability and noise generationcould be studieddue to velocity and density ratiochanges between the two jet streams and area ratio changes at the nozzle exit. The results were focussed on the Kelvin-Helmholtz type inflectionalinstabilities. Other modes can exist in supersonicjets that may or may not radiate noise. *°U sing the eigenvalueproblem approach ofthe instability wave model, each of these modes would have to be found and investigated separatelyto determine any ability forthem to radiatenoise.Direct numerical calculations allow allradiatingmodes to develop naturally. Hixon et al.2applieda numerical approach forthe linearized Euler equations to compute the near field noise radiatedfrom supersonic coaxialjets.Within the limitationsinherent in using linearizedequations,the method fullyaccounts forthe non-parallel flow effects and the presence of multiplefrequencies.
In principle,the method simultaneously describes both the near and far sound field;however, it requiresa known mean flowfield. 9 Based on computed noise radiationpatterns for coaxialjetswhere both flow streams had supersonic Mach numbers, the lin-eaxizedEuler results showed that noiseradiationoccurred from the presence of both Kelvin-Helmholtz type and supersonic type instabilities.
Recently,Papamoschou 3 began small scaleexperiments using perfectlyexpanded coaxialjets. The purpose was to explore flow conditionswhere Mach wave radiationis reduced from that of a singlejet when a secondary stream isapplied at proper conditions.Mach wave radiationisthe source ofthe dominant noisegenerated by instability waves convecting supersonically in the shear layerof a jet. They can be generated by both the Kelvin-Helmholtz type and the supersonictype instability modes. According to the model presented by Papamoschou, ifthe relative phase velocities of the Mach wave generating disturbances can be made subsonic in both shear layers,then Mach wave radiationcan be reduced. The successof thisapproach has been shown in flow visualizations 3 and in acoustic field measurements. 4
The experimental facilities that have been built allow acoustic data to be taken for noise generated by perfectly expanded coaxial jets, the conditions on which the instability wave and the linearized Euler analyzes are based. Thus, the opportunity exists to compare the calculatedresultsto measured data where Mach wave radiationexists.
NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS
The calculationof the noise radiated from a supersonicjet was based on two different approaches.
In the first, the linear, inviscid, instability wave theory was applied. A thin free shear layer contain°i ng an inflection point in the mean velocityprofile isinherentlyunstable. Initially, an instability wave in the shear layergrows rapidly.This wave growth rate decreasesas the shear layergrows untileventually, the shear layeristoo thick to support unstable waves and the wave amplitude decreasesuntilitdisappears. The growth and decay of the instability wave produces a range of wave number components. Those components that have a phase velocity that is supersonic relative to the ambient conditions will radiate noise to the far field.
The second approach involves the numerical solution of the linearized
Euler equations. This method also neglects the viscous effects in computing the large-scale dynamics in a free shear flow. The problem of matching the disturbance generated by an unstable shear layer to the acoustic field outside the jet does not arise since both are calculated simultaneously. Outlines of both computational approaches are given next.
Instability Waves
The shear layerof a supersonic jetgrows slowlyin the axialdirection.This slow change in the axialdirectioncompared to more rapid changes inthe radial directionallowsa locally parallel flowapproximation to be used in solvingfor the disturbance quantities. All the fluctuatingdisturbance quantitiesare represented as waves travelingthrough a nonuniform medium. For example, the pressuredisturbancesare given by p'(r,o,z,t) = p(r,x) This equation has been nondimensionaiized by the exit conditions of the primary jet: spatial coordinates by R1, velocity by U1, and density by Pl. The time and radial frequency are made dimensionless by U1/R1 and the pressure by plU_. To solve equation (2) at each axial location, the radial and axial variation of the mean flow velocity _ and density must be known quantities.
The general solution to equation (2) can be written as the sum of two general linearly independent solutions that are functions of the radial and axial coordinates.
Outside the jet, the mean flow becomes uniform and equation
(2) takes the form of Bessel's equation.
This equation is used to enforce the boundary condition that the disturbances generated in the shear layer must decay away from the shear layer, that is
and H (1) is the nth-order Hankel function of the first kind. At the jet axis, 0t)/07" is set to zero for n = 0, and p = 0 for n > 0. Outside the jet, the governing equations control acoustic disturbances with the same length scales in all directions.
The solution to these outer equations is found by Fourier transforming the disturbance variables from the physical axial coordinate x to the wave number coordinate _/. The matched asymptotic expansion technique is applied to construct a formula for the pressure disturbances outside the jet generated by the instability wave in the shear layer, oo p(r,0,
Equation (6) describes the Fourier transform into wave number space of the axial evolution of the nth mode spatial instability wave at a fixed real frequency _o with unknown initial amplitude A0. This equation describes the source in a noise radi-ation problem. Then, equation (5) multiplies this source term, g0/), by a Hankel function to propagate the generated wave outside the jet and inverts the Fourier transform back to physical space.
Equation
(2) and its boundary conditions create an dgenvalue problem for c_ that is solved using a finite difference approximation.
The local eigenvalue is found from the resulting diagonal matrix using a Newton-Raphson iteration technique for refinement yielding the local growth rate, -ai, and phase velodty, _h = w/at.
Once c_ is determined at each axial location, the wave number spectrum is calculated by equation (6) followed by the acoustic pressure from equation (5). The details are given in Dahl and MorrisJ
Linearized Euler
The Euler equations are linearized about a known mean flow using a disturbance with a periodic distribution in the azimuthal direction.
For example, the pressure disturbance for a particular mode n is given by
where e is a small initial amplitude (set to 0.001),
is a spatial distribution, and ¢ is a random phase. 
Instruments
AT-MIO-16E1) installed in a Pentium Pro computer.
Each recording consisted of 54280 samples (135 ms), corresponding to passage of about 10,000 eddies the size of the inner-jet diameter. The signal was high-pass filtered at 500 Hz by a Butterworth filter to remove spurious low-frequency noise. The power spectrum of each recording was computed using a 1024-point FFT with a full Harming window.
The microphone was calibrated dally before each series of recordings (Bruel & Kjaer Model 4231 calibrator).
Sound measurements were conducted inside an anechoic chamber, approximately 8-m 3 in internal size, lined with acoustic wedges (Sonex) with an absorption coefficient higher than 0.99 for frequencies above 400 Hz. The microphone was mounted on an arm which pivoted around an axis passing through the center of the jet exit.
This arrangement enabled sound measurement at a variety of radial (r) and polar (_) positions.
The setup is shown in Figure 2. For each measurement, the power spectrum was computed according to
where Sraw(f) is the raw spectrum of p'/pref (Pmf = 20/_Pa), ASrr(f) is the frequency-response correction, AS_(f, _) is the free-field correction, and 0 is the angle between the sound propagation vector and the microphone axis which for the present experiments was 0 deg. The sound pressure level (SPL) spectrum is given by An additional criterion was to hold the temperature ratio constant between the two jet streams. For these cases, 7"2/7'1 = 0.62. Hence, the primary variable parameter for the constant flow condition cases is the velocity ratio between the streams.
In performing the stability and noise calculations for both numerical methods, the mean flow for the coaxial jet was provided from the method of Dahl and Morris. _ The experiments used a mixture of gases to simulate the effects of temperature by changing the gas mixture density. Each stream then had its own gas constant and ratio of specific heats. The mean flow code, however, was designed for a single type of gas with varying temperature.
Thus, to complete the mean flow calculations, both an average gas constant and an average specific heat ratio were used with the result that temperature ratios were slightly different than those used in the experiments as indicated in Table 2 . At low angles, there is a well defined peak at lower Strouhal numbers.
Measured Spectra
The 20 degree spectra peak at about St = 0.04 and the 40 degree spectra peak at about St = 0.06. As the angle increases,the peak becomes broader and moves to higher Strouhal number so that at 60 degrees,the peak isat about St = 0.14. Finally,at 80 degrees,the spectra have broadened out untilthere isno clearpeak shown forthe data when plottedon thisscale.
The spectralbehavior, shown in Figure 3 , was previously found in data taken on subsonic coax-ialjetsIs and on supersonic coaxial jets that conrained shocks) 4 Single,M = 2, perfectlyexpanded supersonic jets also showed this behavior. 15 Stone et al. Is developed an empiricalmodel for coaxialjet noise predictionusing the experimental observation that spectrahave a similarshape between singleand coaxialjetswith a normal velocityprofile. The peaks of the coaxialjet spectra were shiftedin frequency and directiondue to the velocityand temperature ratio changes between the two streams. Recently, Tam et al.17correlatedthe spectralmeasurements from a large number of singlestream jetsto derive a pair of similarityspectra that characterizedthe two types of turbulentmixing noise. One spectrum had a broad peak and characterizedthe noise from fine-scale mixing. The other spectrum had a narrower, welldefined peak. It characterizedthe noise from large-scale mixing. Based on compressibility arguments, they stated that both noise generating mechanisms could existto some degree in both sub- to jet noise similarity spectra given in Ref. [17] . (--) measured data;
( ...... ) large-scale turbulent structure noise similarity spectrum;
(mm --) fine-scale turbulence noise similarity spectrum.
ing single stream supersonic jets.
Given the similar spectral shapes for the three cases shown in Figure 3 , the similarity spectra were also found to apply as well to Cases 2 and 3 with subsonic secondary streams surrounding a supersonic primary stream. Next, we will identify the source region for the dominant noise radiation.
Stability Analysis
The results from the stability calculations for Case 1 are shown in Figure 5 for the outer shear layer and in Figure 6 for the inner shear layer.
Each figure shows an illustration of the mean velocity field by outlining the edges of the two potential cores and identifies the region over which the two shear layers merge into a single shear layer. The remaining parts of the figure show the local phase velocity, cpa, the local growth rate, -ai, and the instability wave amplitude when the initial amplitude is set to one. The results shown here are for the n = 1 mode since this mode typically had the largest wave amplitude.
For the outer shear layer, Figure  5 shows that the instability wave grows and decays slowly at low Strouhal numbers.
The outer shear layer has a larger velocity difference than the inner shear layer and sustains the growth of these longer wavelength instability waves further downstream to where the shear layers have merged.
At higher Strouhal numbers, the instability wave grows more rapidly and decays more significantly before the outer potential core ends.
The phase velocity varies with the axial distance; first decreasing and then increasing in velocity. According to theory, when the instability wave has a phase velocity that is supersonic relative to the ambient flow then the wave radiates noise. This criterion is expressed by the equation maximum amplitude, the condition for supersonic phase velocityis now relativeto the ambient conditions. We see that the phase velocities are well above 0.393; the condition to create waves that radiatenoise.
To show the components of the instability waves that radiateas noise,the wave number spectra calculated by equation (6) are shown in Figure 7(a) for both the inner and outer shear layer instability waves. As the Strouhal number increases,we see that the wave containshigher wave number content. The condition for far fieldnoise radiation can be written in terms of the wave number coordinate 7, defined in the Fourier transform of the instability wave in equation (6),as,I
On the figure, the location of the upper limit of equation (13) Figure  7 (a) represents the wave number spectrum of the noise source. Through the use of equation (5), the source is propagated to the far field. The resulting directivity patterns are shown in Figure 7(b) . The upper limit of equation (13) translates to a directivity ang]e of zero degrees or along the jet exit axis. I As _} decreases to zero, the directivity angle increases to 90 degrees. Therefore, since the peaks of the noise source spectra of the outer shear layer instability waves lie near this upper limit, that noise is directed downstream of the jet near the axis.
In contrast, the inner shear layer noise sources radiate at larger angles to the jet exit axis.
The effect of changing the velocity ratio at constant mass flow, thrust and exit area on the stability characteristics is shown in Figure 8 . In this example, the wave number spectra at St = 0.12are shown for both the inner and the outer shear layer instability waves in each of the constant flow cases. As the velocityratiodecreases,the instability wave in the outer shear layergrows and decays more rapidlyat a constant Strouhal number and with lower mean velocities in thisshear layer, the phase velocityalsodecreasesresulting in higher wave number components thatdo not radiatenoise to the farfield. In contrast, the inner shear layergets largerand the wave number components of the instability wave that radiate noisegrow largerin amplitude. To varying degrees, the dominance of the inner shear layer instability 7
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Radiated Noise
We now consider the noise radiationcharacteristicsof the instability waves in the coaxialjet compared to measured data. Since the initial amplitude of an instability wave at each frequency and mode is unknown, the calculatedresultsshown here are qualitative and based on directivity characteristics.
The measured data shown in Figure 4 , the largescale structureswere inferredto be the dominant noise sources radiatingto at leasta 60 degree angle from the jet exit axis. Furthermore, we showed in Figure 7 that only the inner shear layer instability waves, that continued to grow to their peak amplitude downstream of the outer potentialcore before decaying, radiated noise to large angles away from the jet exit axis.
Wave Numbe¢
Thus, we show in Figure 9 the calculated directivity results, from using equation (5) for the n = 1 mode inner shear layer instability waves, for Case 1 with velocity ratio [/2/[I1 = 0.58. We see that the predicted peak directivity corresponds to the measured peak noise region, especially at higher Strouhal numbers. The subtle shifts in directivity that are predicted with increased Strouhal number are also followed by the measured data. As the Strouhal number increases, the peak directivity shifts to higher angles away from the axis.
Similar results for directivity comparisons are also found when we change the velocity ratio. is significant contributions to the radiated noise from higher mode number instability waves; thus, broadening the peak. Figure 11 shows an example where the presence of multiple modes would have this effect.
Here, the n = 0, 1, and 2 modes have been placed on the figure, without regard to their relative level, to show the possibility of broadening the predicted peak directivity pattern.
Since at smaller angles the large-structure noise dominates, higher modes would be expected to be found. At large angles, fine-scale mixing is generating the noise.
Lineaflzed Euler Calculations
The linearized
Euler equation (LEE) solver was used to compute the disturbance field generated by the flow conditions given for Case 1. To avoid numerical difficulties due to the relatively thin initial shear layer, the shear layer was thickened from 1% to 10% of the jet radius.
The computational grid extended axially over 0 < x < 70 and radially over 0 _ r _< 32, using 382 axial points and 276 radial points.
In the axial direction, the grid was clustered near the nozzle exit plane with a spacing of Ax = 0.08, stretching to a spacing of Ax = 0.23 at the downstream exit plane of the computational grid. In the radial direction, the grid was uniform over 0 < r < 2, with a spacing of Ar = 0.02. ,(r2>1), (15) where rs(r, x)= /(2r -I)2 + (2@ Notice that neither Ax or A2 is an instability mode of the jet; thus, the amplitude and phase of the actual instability wave is unknown. Figure 12 compares the amplitude of the pressure disturbance in the shear layers computed by the LEE solver to the instability wave amplitude computed for each shear layer using the linear stability analysis based on equation
(2). The LEE pressure disturbance amplitude was obtained at the point in the shear layer where the axial velocity gradient in the radial direction is a maximum. When there are two distinct shear layers, there are two amplitudes. After the shear layers merge, there is one pressure disturbance amplitude. Figure 12(a) shows the LEE result for St = 0.12 using the A1 input disturbance profile that excites both shear layers. Initially, At excites the inner shear layer more than the outer shear layer. However, the outer shear layer disturbance grows to a larger amplitude than the inner shear layer disturbance until it merges with the innearshear layer disturbance near its peak amplitude. This peak coincides with the peak of the inner shear layer instability wave that was obtained from the stability analysis.
If we try to excite only the inner shear layer instability using As, we get the result shown in Figure 12(b) , where the pressure disturbance amplitude is greater in the inner shear layer compared to the amplitude in the outer shear layer. However, the growth and decay of the inner shear layerdisturbanceshows the same pattern as in Part (a);peaking at the same axiallocation.
There is less effectof the differentinitialdisturbances on the solutionSt = 0.20, as shown in Figure 12 (c) and 12(d). In both cases, the outer shear layerdisturbance amplifiesfasterthan the inner shear layer disturbance and begins to decay before merging with the inner shear layer disturbance. This agrees with the behavior obtained from the stability analysis for the two shear layers. The outer shear layer instability wave grows more rapidly than the inner shear layer instability wave and then decays rapidly as the inner shear layer instability wave continues to grow. When the shear layers merge, the inner shear layer instability wave reaches its maximum amplitude.
Downstream, the amplitude of the LEE pressure disturbance decays slowly in the ax_aJ direction in a manner similar to the inner shear layer instability wave. Figure 13 compares calculated directivity patterns to measured data along a line where r/D1 = 16. For St = 0.12, the directivity for the LEE results
using Al resembles the outer shear layer directivity from the instability wave model. This indicates thatthe radiatingpressuredisturbancecalculatedby the LEE solveriscontrolledby the outer shear layer pressuredisturbancessetup by the AI initial condition. When we try to remove the outer shear layer initial excitationin the LEE calculationby using the As initial condition,the main directivity peak, shown in Figure 13(a) ,shillsto higher angles for a 140 .. .. ,..-,-.-.,....,....,..-,....,  ........  ,..-.,....,.-.. wave. This illustrates the effect of the inflow disturbance on the LEE radiation predictions. The initial amplitude and spatial variation of the disturbances are unknown and values chosen for them can ai_'ect the predicted noise radiation pattern. Figure  13(b) shows the same set of comparisons for St = 0.20 that is shown in Part (a) for St = 0.12. If we consider the pressure disturbance results shown in Figure 12 for St -0.20, we see that using the A1 and A_ initial conditions resulted in about the same pressure disturbance levels within both shear layers. As a result, the directivity patterns calculated by the LEE solverare peaking at about the same location,with some minor differences in the directivity patterns. But, in general,both the AI and A2 initialconditionsgive peak directivities that resemble the outer shear layerinstability wave directivity and do not compare well with both the measured data and the inner shear layerinstability wave result.In this case,the LEE solverfailsto produce the inner shear layerpressuredisturbance characteristics that are requiredto produce the noise radiationdirectivity seen in the data.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The measured noise spectrum generated by supersonic coaxial jets can be characterized by the same similarity spectra that Tam et al. IT used to characterize singlestream supersonicjets.With both sonic and subsonic secondary streams, large-scale structuresgenerate the noise that dominates in the downstream directionfrom the jet.Using instability wave analysis,we showed that this noise, for the cases studied,was generated by instability waves originating in the inner shear layerand reachingtheirmaximum amplitude downstream of the outer potential core where the two shear layersmerge.
Using coaxial jet operating conditions where the totalthrust,mass flow,and exitarea were held constant,the measured noise followedtrends predicted by instability wave noise theory. As the velocityratio decreased,the radiated noise increasedand the peak noise directionshiftedto lower angles to the jet axis.
Finally,calculationswere performed using a lin-earizedEuler equation solver.Though the computed pressuredisturbanceswithin the jethad similarbehavior to instability wave theory results, the radiated noise predicted did not compare well to the measured data. Further work is being performed using the LEE method to gauge the effects of the input disturbance,and to study the coupling of the instability waves between the two shear layers.
